
9 The power of memory

The struggle of man against power is the struggle of memory against
forgetting. Milan Kundera

The breakdown of communism revealed the momentous task of trying to
make sense of several decades of falsification of history and distortion of
memory. ‘It’s as if the regime were guilty of two crimes on a massive scale:
murder and the unending assault against memory. In making a secret of
history, the Kremlin made its subjects just a little more insane, a little
more desperate.’1 A growing body of literature, responding to the repres-
sive nature of communism but primarily interested in the practical side of
reshaping public policies and returning to ‘normal politics’, has drawn
attention to how transitional justice and the politics of memory can
contribute to reworking the past.2 Post-communist societies faced the
difficult choice between public policies of retribution, disqualification, or
reconciliation; in addition, in many countries, the breakdown of commu-
nism did not appear as a decisive breakthrough at all. Much of the post-
communist predicament seems to consist in an apparent contradiction
between simultaneous claims about the extinction of historical conscious-
ness and persistent influence of too much memory.3 This dilemma calls
for reassessing the temporality applied to studies of communism,

1 David Remnick, Lenin’s Tomb: The Last Days of the Soviet Empire (New York: Vintage
Books, 1993), 101.

2 Barbara Misztal, ‘How Not to Deal with the Past: Lustration in Poland’, Archives
Européennes de Sociologie, 40, 1 (1999), 31–55; Alexandra Barahona de Brito, et al., The
Politics of Memory and Democratization: Transitional Justice in Democratizing Societies
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001); Kathleen E. Smith, Mythmaking in the New
Russia: Politics and Memory in the Yeltsin Era (Ithaca and London: Cornell University
Press, 2002); Jon Elster, Closing the Books: Transitional Justice in Historical Perspective
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004).

3 Jean-François Gossiaux, ‘Les deux passés du Kosovo’, Socio-Anthropologie, 4, 2 (1998),
43–53; Jerzy Szacki, ‘Dwie historie’, in Piotr Wandycz, ed., Spór o PRL (Krakow:
Wydawnictwo Znak, 1996), 68–74; Christoph Reinprecht, Nostalgie und Amnesie.
Bewertungen von Vergangenheit in der Tschechischen Republik und Ungarn (Vienna: Verlag
für Gesellschaftskritik, 1996); Wojciech Roszkowski, ‘Wygłuszanie pamięci’, Rzeczpospolita,
25 October 1999.
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democratisation, and post-communism. The recovery of the primacy of
historical events as experiences of meaning-formation as pursued in the
preceding chapters necessitates three considerations.

First, it would be an oversimplification to reduce communism to a
legacy of repression.4 While it has been common to refer to political
transformations in eastern Europe and Russia by distinguishing stages
of development such as pre-communist, communist, and post-communist
pasts, such tendencies to package the past are as misdirected as are
assumptions about timeless antagonisms or the continuity of a political
culture of authoritarianism. Against such trends of classifying history into
blocs and phases, social inquiry requires revisiting dyadic schemes that
separate the ‘communist legacy’ from the ‘present’ on the assumption of
the continuity of an ontology of tradition. Beyond generalised assertions
about ‘history matters’ or a ‘revenge of the past’, much of the best research
on the consequences of the collapse of communism has stressed how
contentious meanings of critical junctures influenced transformative peri-
ods of reconstruction.5

Second, political memory is not only the officially imposed collective
memory in a given system; it is also available for implementation against
such official memory. The malleability of historical memory by voluntar-
ism is conditioned by what broad layers of society consider as relevant.
Therefore, political memory is attuned to the responsiveness of popular
masses, more particularly to the communicative and cultural interpene-
tration with society. As the articulation of dissidence suggests, the cul-
tural creativity and the political symbolism of memory can turn meanings
of history against power incumbents and their strategies of organised
forgetting.

Third, the political evolution of communism has been tightly inter-
twined with the emergence of democratic consciousness. While the prac-
tices of communist power aimed at annihilating the past, the challenges to
communist power and growing mental and social resistance supported
the emergence of contested memories and a counter-symbolism that
would undermine the sacrificial logic of communist power. Next to a
red book of the communist utopia and a black book of communist crimes,
there is the need for a grey book of the history of central European
countries under communism. These societies were both victims and

4 David Joravsky, ‘Communism in Historical Perspective’, American Historical Review, 99, 3
(1994), 837–57.

5 László Bruszt and David Stark, Post-Socialist Pathways: Transforming Politics and Property
in East Central Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998).
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accomplices, wavering at different times between resistance and adapta-
tion.6 Similarly, the strong desire to write and rewrite biographies and
autobiographies all over the formerly communist east central and south-
eastern Europe presents a good opportunity to highlight zones of light
and zones of darkness.

Critical events such as the Russian Revolution, the Second World War,
and the revolutions in eastern Europe constituted the social context in
which communist rule organised forgetting and introduced mythic time-
dimensions into politics. Their ‘revolutionary memory’ is unlikely to be
streamlined by the totalising attempt at organised forgetting. Taking the
specific blend of their generative structure and their ambivalent associa-
tive dimension, memories of revolutions and the Second World War were
crucial in providing communist rule with legitimacy but also harboured
considerable potential for dissidence. As a manifestation of individual
consciousness, memory can be truly subversive, essentially anti-totalitarian,
and ‘democratising’. The democratic power of memory is in its manifest-
ation against communicative silencing of injustice, genocide, and the
official production of organised forgetting.7 Subsequently, I shall argue
that memories of such events are key elements for challenging official
doctrine, organised forgetting, and the freezing of the past. Taking my
departure from an account of communist techniques of the production of
history, I shall then deal with the fragmentation, the mobilisation, and the
political uses of memory.

Memory as representing multiple pasts

The key obstacle to theorising memory is arguably that it is a manifest-
ation of individual consciousness, which is circumstantial and unique for
different cases of historical evolution. Tainted with subjectivity, the mul-
tiplicity of past events further limits the possibility of generalisable claims
and seems to be in opposition to much of concept-building in the social
sciences. However, memory cannot be disconnected from the social and
‘objective’ background conditions of its coming into existence through
action. If memory has remained a vital factor in identity politics, then the
‘past’ needs to be integrated in the understanding of the emergence of the
new order. Unlike history, it cannot be reduced to an object of inquiry
with regard to its adaptability to types of regimes or goals of development.

6 Jacques Rupnik, ‘Was tun mit der kommunistischen Vergangenheit? Tschechische
Republik’, Transit, 22 (Winter 2001–2), 124.

7 Jan-Werner Müller, Memory and Power in Post-War Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2002), 33–4.
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Similarly, memory cannot be limited to possible structural constraints,
which ‘communist legacies’ have on post-communist politics in terms of
retribution, reconciliation, trials, or purges. Rather, it remains culturally
present and potentially politically ‘available’.8 While history is something
that definitely belongs to the past, memory is generated in history but
remains alive in representations, beliefs, and attitudes of future genera-
tions. In other words, the ‘material’ for memory is shaped by multiple
lines of meaning, which generate different forms of social and cultural
memory. These become influential in terms of discursive patterns, polit-
ical symbolism, and performative ritual action.9 The point is not to
make a judgement about ‘good’ or ‘bad’ memories but to acknowledge
the ambivalence of memory that can be mobilised for political purposes.

To link critical events under communism to memory is consistent with
the central characteristic of recent attention to memory in the social
sciences. The main reason why memory has acquired a dynamic force is
the fact that the past is no longer a guarantee for the future. In this view,
the end of the twentieth century seems to be characterised by pervasive
uncertainty about what the future could be. The demise of any form of
teleology of history burdens the present with the ‘duty to remember’. This
insight is valuable as a starting point for the understanding of the predic-
ament of memory in post-communist eastern Europe. The aftermath of
communism made it possible for large parts of eastern Europe to over-
come their historical and geographical situation by securing accession to
NATO and to the European Union. While this acceleration of history has
been a leading idea in assessments of post-communism, the articulation
of memory under communism has to include a whole sequence of accel-
erations, where the situational logic of action produced multiple repre-
sentations of the events.

In Russia, the October Revolution fundamentally restructured political
institutions and social structures but also time perceptions, historical
consciousness, and memory. The Second World War was not only a
military conflict between states but also entailed an unprecedented social-
isation of warfare that witnessed massive expulsions, systematic extermi-
nation, and reshaping of boundaries, thus stamping perceptions of
citizens and official politics of commemoration.10 The memories of the
revolutions in Hungary in 1956, in Czechoslovakia in 1968, and the

8 Pierre Nora, ed., Realms of Memory: Rethinking the French Past (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1996).

9 Paul Connerton, How Societies Remember (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1989).

10 Amir Weiner, Making Sense of War: The Second World War and the Fate of the Bolshevik
Revolution (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001).
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cycles of contention in Poland in 1956, 1968, 1970, 1976, and 1980
played an important role for the rejection of communist rule in 1989.11

Memory is the socially relevant representation of transformations of
consciousness in events-that-model. While recollections and traditions
are shaped in such periods, their ‘content’ in terms of symbolisation of
experiences is malleable as they are fabricated in an ongoing process of
interpretation and contention. There is often a considerable discrepancy
between what political history has made of an event and what the lived
experience of this event meant to many people at the time. It is striking,
for instance, how three years after the attacks on the Twin Towers in
New York and the Pentagon in Washington the emotional complexity
and crushing immediacy of 11 September 2001 had been squeezed out of
the memories people harbour of this day.12 Although its historical com-
plexity has been growing ever since, ‘9/11’ was turned into a symbol, a
motive, a problem of intelligence and finance, and, above all, a political
rallying cry concerning what the United States stands for and where it
stands now.

Whereas political memory is by no means exclusively ‘generated’ in
socially dense and dramatic contexts, revolutionary periods, wars, and
political crises leave an extraordinary impact both on the self-definition of
the regime and on the social memory of citizens. The task of a genealogy
of political memory is to integrate the emotional intensity of the lived-
through experiences with their symbolic representations. What is at stake
is to combine the generative dimension of memory with its associative
dimension as it keeps pasts available for the future. Although for the
outside observer past revolutions and wars are only one version of reality,
for the participants the lived-through uncertainty and self-resolution of
crisis acquire the status of totality.13 They generate a social microcosm of
the lived-in world, which in its totality is relatively autonomous from the
complex reality of ‘normal times’. While smaller events also generate
memories, they often lack the critical mass that is necessary for becoming
constitutive of a memory regime.14

11 Jan Kubik, The Power of Symbols Against the Symbols of Power: The Rise of Solidarity and the
Fall of State Socialism in Poland (University Park: Penn State University Press, 1994);
Heino Nyyssönen, The Presence of the Past in Politics: ‘1956’ after 1956 in Hungary
(Jyväskylä: SoPhi. University of Jyväskylä, 1999).

12 International Herald Tribune, 11–12 September 2004, 6.
13 Don Handelman, Models and Mirrors: Towards an Anthropology of Public Events

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 27–8.
14 This concept was elaborated with regard to the political uses of the Holocaust in

Germany; see Eric Langenbacher, ‘Memory Regimes in Contemporary Germany’,
paper presented at the Joint Sessions of the European Consortium for Political
Research in Edinburgh, April 2003.
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In other words, memory is the effect of historical ruptures but itself has
effects on the further evolution of history. Essentially, memory merges
different meanings and cultural patterns under the situational premises of
uncertainty.15 Such events are characterised by a high degree of anti-
cipation, in terms of both hopes and fears about the hypothetical future of
the community. Thus memory comprises two ‘functions’. On the one
hand, it represents lived experiences such as communities of fate in a
revolution, a war, or a national emergency. On the other hand, these
communities of fate remain available as the symbolic reference that
emerged in order to make sense of this experience. Hence, transformative
experiences both constrain and enable the creation of symbolic meaning.
While power incumbents use social experiences for the creation of official
collective memory through organised forgetting, such experiences also
generate social and cultural forms of memory, which remain largely
beyond the control of centralised power. Symbols of critical events can
remain available for political uses in the present not because they were
integrated into collective national memory by political power, but
because their influence persists in alternative symbolism, multiple mem-
ories, and a tension between forgetfulness and remembering. If the indi-
viduality of memory allows the different pasts to remain available,
communities of memory can mobilise such counter-memories in order
to challenge symbols of power. The first period of de-Stalinisation
became a source of meaning for many citizens, even providing them
with a genuine sense of identification with the Soviet system.16 The
devastation of the Second World War not only was a national disaster
but also offered identification, morality, and meaning. This was largely
due to the fact that the sheer suffering and endurance during the war for
many people was their experience that could not be distorted by an
officially imposed memory.

The availability of different and sometimes contradicting memories
suggests that cultural references are not logically coherent or assigned
identical meaning by different individuals or groups. Remembering and
forgetting are by definition contentious issues, an observation that speaks
against a conception of memory as standing for collective identity.

15 Marshall Sahlins, Islands of History (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987); William
Sewell jnr, ‘Historical Events as Transformations of Structures: Inventing Revolution at
the Bastille’, Theory and Society, 25 (1996), 861; Tony Judt, ‘The Past Is Another Country:
Myth and Memory in Postwar Europe’, in István Deák et al., eds., The Politics of Retribution
in Europe (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000), 293–323; Bo Strath, ed., Myth
and Memory in the Construction of Community (Brussels: Peter Lang, 2000).

16 Michael Urban, et al., The Rebirth of Politics in Russia (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1997), 30.
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Moreover, the engineering of history by a political regime is contingent
upon other unexpected events, of very minor or even invisible scope to the
public or to recorded history. There is ample evidence for how the power
of history and culture can generate action without elite engineering.17 In
Lithuania, the meaning of the clash between the crowds – commemorating
the dead in the struggle for independence – and Soviet militia in Kaunas
on All Souls’ Day in 1940 needed no definition by Lithuanian elites to
become a symbol for national identification and for the value of resist-
ance. Czechs gathered on Václav Square in November 1989 without
direction, and East Germans had showed up to the Monday demonstra-
tions some weeks earlier. The eruption of ‘unofficial’ or ‘independent’
symbols, principles, and traditions during the Solidarność period in Poland
strongly suggests that there was no need to define the meaning of an
independent society. Drawing on other experiences in the ‘cycles of
crises’ such as the workers’ unrest in Gdańsk in December 1970, Polish
workers knew that they had to stay inside their factories rather than go
outside in order to present their strike demands. In Hungary, the power of
the social memory of the 1956 revolution extended the period of the ‘long
1950s’ in Hungarian history up to the late 1980s and became crucial for
the disarticulation of communist power. Deprived of channels of political
articulation and resources for collective protest and resistance, Hungarian
society maintained silent pressure and stood as a reminder of what might
happen if the Stalinist methods and practices were to be repeated.18 Such
communicative memory can undermine the mythical quality of officially
engineered history. On these grounds, and despite the manufacturing of
political memory by elites, it is important not to overstress the construction
of memory for present political purposes. As a comparative study of the
politics of commemoration of 1848 in different countries such as Slovakia,
Hungary, and Romania has argued, the nature and structure of ‘available
pasts’ constrains opportunities of commemoration.19

The ambivalence of memory

The stability of nation-states in western Europe has largely been based on
a politically fabricated and culturally sustained pool of symbols associated

17 Roger D. Petersen, Resistance and Rebellion: Lessons from Eastern Europe (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2001), 299.

18 Grzegorz Ekiert, The State Against Society: Political Crises and Their Aftermath in East
Central Europe (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996), 103.

19 Rogers Brubaker and Margit Feischmidt, ‘1848 in 1998: The Politics of
Commemoration in Hungary, Romania, and Slovakia’, Comparative Studies in Society
and History, 44, 4 (2002), 700–44.
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with revolutionary events, the consequences of wars, or the founding
events of constitutions. The history of state-formation has bequeathed
upon political societies in eastern Europe a myriad of contested memories
to deal with. The non-congruity of national consciousness with the terri-
torial frame of the state in eastern Europe was a major driving force of
nationalism in its irredentist form of claiming lost territory and in its
aggressive form of discriminating against ethnic minorities. Frequent
border changes, forced migrations, and recurrent wars produced myths
of victimisation, vengeance, and retribution.20 The reluctance to confront
oneself with a complex, painful, and thus-far untouched past must be
seen in the context of traumatic experiences. A crucial precondition
for starting anew in western Europe after the Second World War was a
‘blessed act of oblivion’, as advocated by Winston Churchill in his famous
Zurich speech on 19 September 1946.21 Following liberal approaches
to history, such acts are crucial elements for establishing constitutive
beginnings and forging collective identities.22 While these acts stress the
dissociative character of memory, the social memory of traumatic expe-
riences harbours a distinctively associative dimension, which bestows
upon memory a representative function, as it represents that past for
the present.23 Blessed acts of oblivion do not erase social memory, but
they quite successfully draw a line under the past with the purpose of
identity-formation. Building up new identities is inherently linked to the
capacity for forgetting a certain part of our past. To put it provocatively,
we are not only the past that we (can) remember (as the historicists have
always argued), but we are also the past that we can forget.24 Forgetting
may be divided into four types of experiences.25 For my purpose, the third
and fourth types are especially interesting. The third refers to events that
put too much of a strain on collective consciousness, causing pain or
trauma. The outstanding event of that type in the twentieth century is the

20 Maria Todorova, ‘The Course and Discourses of Bulgarian Nationalism’, in Peter F.
Sugar, ed., Eastern European Nationalism in the Twentieth Century (Washington, DC:
American University Press, 1995), 55–102.

21 W. W. Rostow, The Division of Europe After World War II: 1946 (Aldershot: Gower,
1982), 152.

22 Deliberate forgetting and historical error are seen as crucial to successful nation-building;
see Ernest Renan, ‘What Is a Nation’, in Geoff Eley and Ronald G. Suny, eds., Becoming
National: A Reader (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), 45.

23 Paul Ricoeur, La mémoire, l’histoire, l’oubli (Paris: Seuil, 2000), 106.
24 F. R. Ankersmit, ‘The Sublime Dissociation of the Past: Or How to Be(come) What One

Is No Longer’, History and Theory, 40, 3 (2001), 308.
25 Ankersmit, ‘The Sublime Dissociation of the Past’, 300. The first type of forgetting refers

to those aspects of the past that are devoid of any relevance for our present or future
identity. The second type concerns forgetting something that is truly relevant to our
identity and our actions, though we were unaware of this importance.
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Holocaust, which was ‘forgotten’ both in Germany and elsewhere over
approximately two decades. In the fourth type, this forgetting of a trauma
is arguably not possible. One may think of the great transformations such
as the French Revolution or the industrial revolution that changed the life
of western Europeans profoundly.

What is relevant here is the distinction between the third and the fourth
types of forgetting as to the quality of the trauma and the possibility of
creating a new identity. Events such as the Holocaust may entail the
worst-case scenario of the coexistence of two identities (the former one
and a new identity, crystallising around the traumatic experience). In the
fourth type, historical transformations cause feelings of a profound and
irreparable loss, of cultural despair, and of hopeless disorientation. Here,
the traumatic experience is more dramatic, since a former identity is
irrevocably lost forever and superseded by a new historical or cultural
identity. Consequently, the new identity is constituted by a trauma for
which no cure is to be found and which leads to a permanent loss of the
former identity. Summing up, it might be possible to distinguish two
kinds of trauma: whereas the third type of forgetting, however dramatic,
will leave identity intact, the kind of trauma related to the fourth type of
forgetting involves the transition from a former to a new identity which
may imply the loss of one’s former self. Social revolutions and socialised
warfare imply the destruction and reconstitution of identity.

In this vein, much of the politics of memory in eastern Europe and
Russia has been characterised not by remembering in order not to forget
but rather by the difficulty of forgetting. Communist manipulation of
history could organise forgetting for the purpose of distorting historical
truth, but it did not produce blessed acts of forgetting. In contrast to the
memory of Auschwitz in Germany, for instance, even the memory of the
Great Fatherland War in Russia is anything but unequivocal.26 The
double heritage of Nazism and Bolshevik communism in many parts of
the region remains difficult to balance without indulging in the exorcising
of one through the other.

If the sentiment of loss is a crucial condition for the memory boom,
then eastern Europe is of interest precisely because there has been a
multiplicity of traumatic experiences. Unlike the ‘new start’ of the
American and French Revolutions, or of post-war Germany, revolution-
ary ruptures in eastern Europe and Russia were characterised by recur-
rent loss of identity without the acquisition of a new one. The permanent

26 Andreas Langenohl, Erinnerung und Modernisierung. Die öffentliche Rekonstruktion polit-
ischer Kollektivität am Beispiel des neuen Rußland (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht,
2001), 314.
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revolution of communism is illustrative here. Whenever the Bolsheviks
initiated a radical turn, observers focused on the possible results or
consequences of this policy (such as the New Economic Policy or
de-Stalinisation). Thus, they attached less importance to movement itself,
which in the ‘permanent revolution in one country’ was of utmost signifi-
cance as it maintained social disruption and confusion. As Solzhenitsyn
put it, ‘We forget everything. What we remember is not what actually
happened, not history, but merely that hackneyed dotted line they have
chosen to drive into our memories by incessant hammering . . . It makes us
an easy prey for liars.’27 The rise of Soviet communism was accompanied
by civil war, large-scale social engineering, massive repression, famines,
and a considerable demographic loss. The Great Terror in 1936–8 or the
Soviet Union’s victory in the Second World War only increased Stalin’s
fear of enemies, leading to massive deportation of entire populations into
the gulag or resettlement.

The production of history

Communist regimes used organised forgetting to obfuscate such traumatic
experiences. This political technique of imposing a politically ‘correct
line’ consisted essentially of three pillars. First, the destruction of memory
aimed to invalidate any uncontrolled references to historical time before
the advent of Soviet communism. Similarly, the claim to infallibility
required constant adjustments of historical reality to the needs of com-
munist parties. Second, totalitarian language came along with a ‘culture
of lies’ preventing groups with alternative visions about their identity
from emerging. Organised forgetting was based on a tissue of lies, inven-
tions, and fantasies that was unconsciously sustained by dissimulation
and had a disastrous effect on group identity and historical consciousness.
Finally, the public space was characterised by ‘communicative silencing’,
by a dearth of open historical debate, of critical discussion, and of
exchange of memories to which the public acquiesced for fear of losing
social opportunities and social mobility.

While organised forgetting of past occurrences had a stabilising effect
on communist power, it also contained the seeds for a process of dis-
membering the capacity for perceptions of history. As suggested in a
study of Czechoslovakia, the communist production of history stream-
lined national history according to the expectation of a successful struggle

27 Alexander Solzhenitsyn, The Gulag Archipelago 1918–1956: An Experiment in Literary
Investigation, vols. I and II, trans. from the Russian by Thomas P. Whitney (Boulder:
Westview Press, 1998), 299.
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against man’s exploitation by capitalists.28 The transformation of man’s
nature into the new socialist man relied heavily upon the institutionalisa-
tion of utopian time regimes, which would turn upside down orientations
in time and thus alter personal identities.29 The Romanian state, for
instance, introduced new time-perceptions seeking to create the back-
ground expectancies upon which citizens’ sense of the ‘normal’ is erected.
The aim was to keep people permanently off balance, to undermine the
sense of a ‘normal’ order, and to institute uncertainty as the rule. This
practice of ‘etatisation’ of time entailed a yawning gap between elites and
the populace. While the party elites lived by promised images of a radiant
future, the populace lived under the impression of flattened time and
endless repetition. This production of history by politically crafting
time-perceptions ‘reinterpreted’ elements of national tradition in order
to accommodate communist rule. Nicolae Ceauşescu’s History of
Romania, a collection of texts from speeches in which he mentions histor-
ical events, is organised into five sections, the first containing observa-
tions about the necessary relation of historiography to politics and the
remaining four covering antiquity and the middle ages, the fourteenth to
nineteenth centuries, 1821–1918, and 1919–48.

The organisation of forgetting reinforced mythic time-dimensions.
The selective creation of pasts and their instrumentality for the future
justified contemporary interests, as mythic time-dimensions are an essen-
tial part of the metaphorical political world.30 Unlike historical time,
mythical time-perceptions conceived of the past as absolute, dispensing
with the question of ‘why’ something happened. History was stripped
of its eventfulness by regressing ever further back into a never-ending
sequence of becoming.31 The recourse to mythic time-dimensions under
communism was consistent with the communist party’s zeal to produce
its own law and history by the manipulation of history and the destruction
of memory. The resurgence of foundation myths is quite typical of crises
of legitimacy, when political formulas and models for the future are often
missing. The history of the Second World War was dealt with selectively,
leaving out any mention of the fate of the Jews or the building-up of myths
of enemies which would maintain the confusion about the activities of the

28 Derek Sayer, The Coasts of Bohemia: A Czech History (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1997), 283–4.

29 Katherine Verdery, What Was Socialism and What Comes Next? (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1996), 54–7.

30 Murray Edelman, The Symbolic Uses of Politics (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,
1985), 187.

31 Ernst Cassirer, The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, vol. II, Mythical Thought (New Haven
and London: Yale University Press, 1985), 105–6.
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communist party or the actual conflict lines in the war. Fear of victim-
isation has been one, if not the most important, element in many national
historiographies. In the case of Kosovo, for instance, both the Serbs and
the Albanians rooted arguments about their own distinctiveness in history
and religion in claims of their temporal ancestry in this region.32 Both
Serbs and Albanians appeared to share legitimacy-patterns anchored in a
remote and timeless past. Serbs claimed the status of an elected people
based on the legend of Prince Lazar, whose defeat by the Turks in 1389
was a sacrifice bound to be redeemed. Albanians tended to go further
back in time to the sixth and seventh centuries, claiming an Illyrian–
Albanian continuity and superiority over Slavic people. When Slobodan
Milošević unleashed nationalist aggression against the Albanian ethnic
majority in Kosovo, he could draw on the mythical consciousness in
popular memory of 1389, which was commemorated in a unique gather-
ing of some 2 million people on Kosovo polje in July 1989.

The fragmentation of memory

History under communism became an object of forgetfulness rather than
a source of historiographic inquiry and search for truth. On the one hand,
cynicism and mistrust pervaded many social, cultural, and even personal
exchanges. On the other hand, the capacity of communist states to
produce history was checked by private and unofficial versions of count-
less occurrences that would form powerful counter-histories of a mutually
antagonistic and divisive nature.33 Rather than maintaining a unitary
communist identity, the production of history by organised forgetting
entailed the fragmentation of memories.

Fragmentation of memories concerns not only the object of memory,
i.e. the factual content of a given event, but also the social carriers, i.e.
actors who do the remembering. As can be demonstrated by looking at
the politics of memory in post-war Germany, one can differentiate between
communicative, collective, and cultural memory.34 Communicative mem-
ory is mainly individual memory that grows in milieus of spatial proximity,
regular interaction, common forms of life, and shared experiences. Beyond
the common experience in a social milieu, communicative memory is
specific for generations. Explicitly subjective memories are bound up in
an implicit generational memory. For collective memory to become an
important factor in constructing and reconstructing events, the existence of

32 Gossiaux, ‘Les deux passés’, 43–53. 33 Judt, ‘The Past Is Another Country’, 308.
34 Aleida Assmann and Ute Frevert, Geschichtsvergessenheit, Geschichtsversessenheit. Vom

Umgang mit deutschen Vergangenheiten nach 1945 (Stuttgart: DVA, 1999), 41–50.
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a self-conscious political community is required. Collective memory is
political memory, shaped by institutional control over the availability of
memory; it has a strong tendency towards unification, and is quite resistant
to decay or oblivion. It is characterised by minimal content and by symbolic
reductionism that may be centred on one single event. The memories of
both victors and losers tend towards a strongly affect-oriented interpreta-
tion of historical data and are therefore prone to becoming immune to
alternative versions of history. The differentiation into memories of victors,
memories of victims, and memories of perpetrators is characteristic for
most collective memories in modern societies. Beyond both forms of
memory, a third realm opens up, which can be termed cultural memory.
Cultural memory proper requires ‘translation’ by external media to make
complex symbolic forms available to everybody. Media of cultural memory
comprise artefacts such as texts, pictures, and sculpture as well as spatial
compositions such as monuments, architecture, landscape, and temporal
orders such as feasts, customs, or rituals. While collective memory
expresses a common experience and a common will, by cultural memory
members of a political society communicate beyond the individual lifetime
in a long-term historical perspective. Their aim is to become aware of an
identity, forged through belonging to broad historical experiences beyond
generational boundaries.

The discrepancy between different forms of memory is thus not a
particularity of post-communist eastern Europe. Coming to terms with
the past in Germany has been a laborious and politically contested enter-
prise that has produced a whole terminology of its own and, far from
subsiding, has been prolific in the second half of the 1990s and beyond.35

For the immediate German post-war history, the split between commu-
nicative memory and collective memory has been significant. In the
Federal Republic of Germany of the 1950s one could identify two cul-
tures: one public culture characterised by the paradigm of guilt, with
another, hidden culture of silence guided by the paradigm of shame.36

Beyond repressive methods designed to streamline historical conscious-
ness, memory in eastern Europe has had the transformative power of
generating counter-narratives and alternative social memory. This frag-
mentation of memories was perhaps most intense where political societies
were subject at separate times to the domination of both Nazism and

35 The German terms ‘Vergangenheitsbewältigung’ or ‘Geschichtsaufarbeitung’, for
instance, cannot be translated in one word, e.g., in English; Robert G. Moeller, ‘What
Has ‘‘Coming to Terms with the Past’’ Meant in Post-World War II Germany? From
History to Memory to the ‘‘History of Memory’’’, Central European History, 35, 2 (2001),
223–56.

36 Assmann and Frevert, Geschichtsvergessenheit, 111.
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communism. Following upon an entirely different perception of enemies
in the experiences of non-Jewish Poles and Jewish Poles during the
Second World War, the memories in its aftermath were divided.37

Catholic Poles and Jewish Poles, for instance, relied upon selective per-
ceptions of the past, mutually ignoring the other’s history by presenting
themselves as unique victims. This double memory looked for reward for
their suffering as a basis for the claim of their moral superiority. Recently,
the role of non-Jewish Poles in the massacre of Jews in the village of
Jedwabne during the Second World War became the single most impor-
tant public debate about Poland’s past.38 The permanence of fragmented
memories about the communist past, radicalised by the relatively clear-
cut antagonism between communist authorities and the Solidarność
opposition, led to particularly contested assessments of Poland’s post-
war history.39

In ethnically divided societies such as Yugoslavia, cultural politics and
political discourse in separate republics deepened the fragmentation of
memories. Tito subordinated memories of the civil war to the dominant
collective memory of the anti-fascist myth, which was supported by the
myth of the unifying partisan experience and the heroic figure of Tito
himself. The initially stabilising imposition of organised forgetting rein-
forced geographically and nationally specific memories, which sustained
mythologies of victimisation that became crucial to Yugoslavia’s bloody
disintegration. In 1946, Yugoslav state propaganda fixed the total num-
ber of Yugoslav dead in the Second World War at 1.7 million, a number
that remained basically uncontested in handbooks, schoolbooks, and
official state doctrine for forty years, before recent historical scholarship
established the number at an estimated 1 million. Whereas this mythical
construction initially reinforced the impression of a particularly great
number of victims in the anti-fascist struggle for a united Yugoslavia,
the Serbian leadership used it in the 1980s in order to prove the huge
number of Serbs killed by Croatian Ustaše. The freezing of numbers
of the dead could have completely different consequences, however,
depending on the changing circumstances. Whereas the artificially
elevated numbers of Yugoslav war victims contributed to radicalising
Serbian nationalist feelings, the numbers of dead used by the anti-fascist
myth in East Germany provoked the opposite reaction. The East German
Socialist United Party (SED) drew much of its legitimacy from the

37 Piotr Wróbel, ‘Double Memory: Poles and Jews After the Holocaust’, East European
Politics and Societies, 11, 3 (1997), 560–74.

38 Jan T. Gross, Neighbors: The Destruction of the Jewish Community in Jedwabne, Poland
(London: Penguin Books, 2002).

39 Krystyna Kersten, ‘Bilans zamknięcia’, in Spór o PRL (Kraków: Znak, 1996), 17–27.
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reference to its dead in the anti-fascist fight against Hitler between 1933
and 1945. It appears to be this focus on the dead which contributed to the
freezing and ritualisation of a cult of the dead that kept a whole popula-
tion as prisoners of those dead, a dead-end that contributed to a process
of indifference.40

The fragmentation of memories in Russia has consisted in a contest of
rival versions of Russian history making use of tsarist, pre-revolutionary,
Soviet, and post-Soviet Russian heritage.41 There, political discourse has
largely turned around the opposition between democrats-Westernisers
and patriots-communists. The state breakdown of the Soviet Union filled
communists with a profound grief over the loss of territory and disinte-
gration of values, provoking a strongly patriotic reaction.42 The leader of
the Communist Party of the Russian Federation, Gennadi Zyuganov,
interpreted history as a dramatic narrative, portraying the Russian nation
as torn between being a hero-victim and being exposed to enemies
from the West. History is seen as taking its departure from the inevitable
Russian Revolution, rising in the periods of Lenin and Stalin before
entering decay through de-Stalinisation and reducing Russia to a victim
after the end of the Soviet Union. Next to the hero-victim, the maleficent
West becomes the symbol of evil, which is represented by an interior fifth
column that adopted a liberal democratic ideology in order to destroy
Russian spirituality and culture.

The mobilisation of memory

The fragmentation of memories under communism has been central to
the political symbolism of democratisation. The fragmentation of mem-
ories was a necessary condition for democratisation in so far as it uncovered
the artificiality and falseness of the totality suggested by the People-as-
One or the anti-fascist myth. On the one hand, coercive practices of
organised forgetting under communist rule were mainly directed against
communicative memory for the purpose of modelling a unitary collective
memory. In the aftermath of the Second World War, for instance, this
happened via the construction of fascist conspiracies, through the linkage
of national history with communist/Stalinist ideology, through an amal-
gam of socialist internationalism and open nationalism and through the

40 Herfried Münkler, ‘Antifaschismus und antifaschistischer Widerstand als politischer
Gründungsmythos der DDR’, Aus Politik und Zeitgeschichte, 45 (1998), 16–29.

41 Jutta Scherrer, ‘Russia – In Search of a Useful Past’, in Attila Pok, et al., European History:
Challenge for a Common Future (Hamburg: Körber-Stiftung, 2002), 90–108.

42 Michael Urban, ‘Remythologizing the Russian State’, Europe–Asia Studies, 50, 6 (1998),
969–92.
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silencing of open ethnic conflict by calling on the people to feel brother-
hood and unity. Communist regimes tended to establish a uniformity of
national history by which the history of communism and the nation in one
country was presented as a predestined historical outcome attuned to the
ideological claims of Marxist-Leninist theory. On the other hand, com-
municative memory took on an important role in the reconstruction of
historical events and the shaping of symbolic politics. Much of the rising
counter-public, parallel society, or second polity in eastern Europe would
not have come into existence without the mobilisation of communicative
memory.

Keeping dissident versions of memorable acts available, powerful
counter-narratives resist a collective logic of one truth or one meaning.
They consist in different truths that are subject to contested and ongoing
interpretations, thus articulating society’s continuing quest for meaning.
Symbolism is not about one specific memory but about something
absent, which the longing for commemoration represents. Evidently, as
George Orwell’s remark ‘he who controls the past controls the future’
suggests, communist regimes were masters in implementing the fragmen-
tation of memories. Yet, while representations of the past could be frozen
in official discourse and collective memory, communist rule failed to
manipulate individual consciousness and communities of remembering
that resisted the dominant versions of organised forgetting. Historical
experiences hidden in communicative memory are mobilised for the
purpose of reconstitution of identity when political societies are con-
fronted with a sudden loss, leading to an existential crisis. After the
attacks on the Twin Towers on 11 September 2001, for instance, the
United States reacted with a wave of patriotism, reproducing national
symbols such as the flag in huge quantities, evoking the republican ideals
of nation-building. Yet, there was also an upsurge of comparisons with
other traumatic events, in particular with the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor in December 1941. The notion ‘ground zero’ was instantly used
by the media to symbolise the area where the Twin Towers once stood.
The spontaneous naming of this space ‘ground zero’ recalled the place
where an atomic bomb had exploded on US territory on 16 July 1945.43

In Russia, the October Revolution has been codified as the birth of
modern Russian society in an essentialist way. Some argue that the

43 This was at Alamogordo in New Mexico. The reference to the atomic bomb is of
great interest when seen in context with Bin Laden’s claim that one of his principal
objectives is to combat the Americans because they started by dropping atomic bombs on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki; see Jean-Pierre Dupuy, Avions-nous oublié le mal? (Paris:
Bayard, 2002), 48–9.
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revolution is to be interpreted as a typical social conflict in Russian history
with the contrast of the alienated masses and detached elites. A different
type of interpretation conceives of the revolution as a modernising enter-
prise in the tradition of the tsarist empire, thus legitimately establishing
a spirit of imperial modernisation. Finally, some view the revolution
as a grand crime against the Russian nation and the Russian spirit.44

Similarly, one can speak about what are coming to be seen as the two
lives of the Russian Revolution, the first life being considered as part of the
present, inseparable from contemporary politics, the second life as being
detached from the present and moving into history and national legend.45

The inexpressible suffering during the Second World War in the Soviet
Union was also felt to be a liberation from repression and an identification
with the nation. As far as the social texture of everyday life is concerned,
this period of havoc, devastation, national suffering, and death has
brought not only spaces of freedom but even the genuine acceptance of,
and identification with, the Soviet system. In Hungary, Czechoslovakia,
and Poland, memories of the revolutions were harboured in the
communicative memory of dissident structures. It is true that, some
years down the line from the Prague spring, people could hardly remem-
ber the events of 1968 as real because change was so dramatic following
the arrival of Soviet troops and because official accounts of the events
were so pervasive and so different from their own experiences.46 Yet, it
became a milestone for the transformation of consciousness, as power-
lessness before a military invasion mobilised the ‘powers of the powerless’
consisting in an opposition in a hidden sphere and united by living in
truth.

This realm of the hidden sphere lived on the merger of communicative
with cultural memory. In pre-1989 Hungary, the memory of Imre Nagy
and the 1956 revolution had survived in counter-narratives defying the
system of organised forgetting. The 1956 revolution prefigured the recent
democratic changes in Hungary, as the memory of thirty-year-old events
and the chance that demands of that time might be satisfied have acted as
a considerable integrating force. Imre Poszgay’s official acknowledge-
ment that the 1956 events were not a counter-revolution but a popular
uprising undercut the legitimacy of the communist regime and offered
a powerful symbolic resource to emerging political opposition. The

44 See Langenohl, Erinnerung und Modernisierung, 265–8.
45 See Sheila Fitzpatrick, The Russian Revolution, 2nd edn (Oxford: Oxford University

Press, 2001), 171.
46 Milan Šimečka, The Restoration of Order: The Normalization of Czechoslovakia, 1969–1976

(London: Verso, 1984), 15–16.
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convergence of different and often opposed traditions in Poland’s perma-
nent revolution was largely sustained by the memories of 1956, 1968,
1970, and 1976. A series of violent explosions (October 1956, March
1968, December 1970, June 1976) was remembered in communicative
memory but also became part of cultural memory, thus creating a spirit of
silent, daily, and obstinate resistance. As Adam Michnik remarked, this
was the reason why Poles could breathe a cleaner air than elsewhere, an
air of spirituality which was renewed every day, invisible but essential for
culture and national consciousness. In post-martial law Poland after
1981, the memory of the Solidarność experience was kept alive in infor-
mal structures under the shelter of the Catholic Church and depending
on individual life-conduct.47

Educational politics and public discourse in Yugoslavia were efficient
in organising the forgetting about the civil war between 1941 and 1945,
but could not undo the power of communicative memory. Although the
disintegration of Yugoslavia from the late 1980s onwards was due to a
complex blend of political, economic, and military factors, the fragmen-
tation of memories in Yugoslavian politics played a paramount role for
the identification of different ethnic communities with myths of victim-
isation and vengeance of the interethnic civil war between 1941 and
1945. Yugoslavia remains the primary example where the production of
history after 1945 shifted from the emphasis on salient national identity to
a divided identity.48 Despite Tito’s slogan of ‘brotherhood and unity’,
Yugoslav society was marked by fragmented memories, by a freezing of
constructed historical evidence into abstract time, and by a subordination
of history to the legitimacy of the regime.49 The memories of the civil war
were not bad memories as such. Tito’s Moscow-independent seizure
of power was formative for identities in the post-war generation in
Yugoslavia, where the war was not seen as futile and senseless blood-
letting, but on the contrary as a heroic and meaningful experience that
was worth more than its 1 million victims.50 Whereas organised forgetting
about war memories was central for establishing a mythical cult suggest-
ing solidarity, brotherhood, or a founding event for a national revolution,

47 Harald Wydra, Continuities in Poland’s Permanent Transition (Basingstoke: Macmillan,
2001), 144–6.

48 Andrew B. Wachtel, Making a Nation, Breaking a Nation: Literature and Cultural Politics in
Yugoslavia (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1998), 187.

49 Wolfgang Höpken, ‘War, Memory, and Education in a Fragmented Society: The Case of
Yugoslavia’, East European Politics and Societies, 13, 1 (1999), 190–227.

50 Slavenka Drakulić, The Balkan Express: Fragments from the Other Side of the War (New
York and London: W. W. Norton, 1993), 12.
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Tito’s death and funeral in May 1980 formed a critical moment that
represented the fragmentation of communicative memory.

The mobilisation of memory after 1989 has often ‘rationalised’ back-
wardness or national humiliation by setting a new horizon of expectation.
Memories of the domestic ‘small revolutions’ were sidelined from official
collective memory. With regard to 1968, shame looms large as the source
of the lack of interest professed by the Czechs for their recent past.51

This shame or even cynicism might stem from the irreconcilability of
two histories or truths that were inherent to 1968: on the one hand, the
account of a civic, human, and spontaneous Prague spring; on the other,
the representation of 1968 as a failure rooted in the political naivety
of Czechoslovaks. As the notorious ‘hyphen debate’ in Czechoslovakia
indicated, contested memories about the balance of power in the federal
state considerably contributed to the velvet divorce. Slovak representa-
tives in the Federal Assembly resisted the idea of Czech representatives to
name the new republic the Czechoslovak Republic, reminiscent of the
earlier states, when the Czech part had been dominant. Insisting upon
their national distinctiveness, the proposal by Czechs to adopt the neo-
logism Czecho-slovak Republic under the condition that slovak remains
in the lower case sparked off demonstrations in Bratislava demanding a
Slovak state of their own. This unhappy compromise produced demon-
strations in Bratislava the very next day, demanding a Slovak state, and
within three weeks the Federal Assembly was forced to come up with a
new compromise, ‘The Czech and Slovak Federal Republic’.52

This tension between the dissociation from the past and the production
of the past for political needs in the present has been particularly acute in
Russia. Civic initiatives such as Memorial focused on the factual eluci-
dation of the victims of Stalinism, disclosing crimes in tens of thousands
of cases in the late 1980s. Although in October 1992 the Duma passed a
comprehensive law rehabilitating victims of political repressions since
7 November 1917, the Russian leadership has recently embraced patri-
otic discourse, which restores the memory of historical events and
emblematic leading figures of both pre- and post-revolutionary Russian
history.53

51 Petr Pithart, ‘La dualité du Printemps tchéchoslovaque. Société civile et communistes
réformateurs’, in François Fejtö and Jacques Rupnik, eds., Le Printemps tchécoslovaque
1968 (Paris: Editions Complexes), 85–6.

52 Tony Judt, ‘Metamorphosis: The Democratic Revolution in Czechoslovakia’, in Ivo
Banac, ed., Eastern Europe in Revolution (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press,
1992), 105.

53 Kathleen Smith, Remembering Stalin’s Victims: Popular Memory and the End of the USSR
(Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1996), 78–173.
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In search of a structuring principle of Russian history, Yeltsin’s and
Putin’s leadership has focused identity-formation on the reaffirmation of
the imperial legacy such as in the reburial of the last tsar in late 1998 or
the re-establishment of the melody of the Soviet national anthem.54

Among a great variety of possible nationally significant events, the day
of the victory in the Great Fatherland War (9 May) stands out as embody-
ing Russia’s patriotic sentiment. In this vein, Putin’s project of rejecting
any myth of Russia’s path as permanently deviant from the normal course
of development associated with the West is compensated for by his
attempt to turn Russia into a ‘normal’ country. This return to normality
in itself is a mythical construct, as it needs to retrieve a variety of national
symbols, whose mythologisation is essential to attenuate Russia’s perma-
nent contradiction with itself.55 Similarly, the multiple symbols of
Russian political culture that are condensed on Red Square represent
the ongoing search for truth and meaning in the face of the availability of
conflicting memories. Each element present is reminiscent of different
forms of political domination and phases in national history, often sharply
in contradiction with each other. On this unique spot Saint Basil’s cathe-
dral evokes the Great Russia of Ivan the Terrible. The Kremlin walls and
the red stars on the towers recall the tsarist regime and the revolution but
also symbolise post-communist presidential power. Lenin’s mausoleum
indicates the omnipresence of ideology and the cult of personality. The
crosses of the cathedrals emphasise the religious essence of the square.56

The democratic uses of memory

Connecting the generative context of memory in events-that-model to the
associative dimension of available pasts does not provide a comprehen-
sive view of how post-communist countries can or should come to terms
with the past. Rather, I have suggested that the study of communism and
post-communism should be ‘released’ from the logically constructed
opposition between a legacy and the present. The multiplicity of memo-
ries does not indicate a pathological condition of a brittle region that is
detrimental to democratic identity. Thus, transiting between past and
future has not been the pathological condition of formerly communist

54 Kommersant, 9 December 2000.
55 See Richard Sakwa, ‘Myth and Political Identity in Russia’, paper presented at the

conference Myth and Democracy in Eastern Europe, 26–28 October 2002, University
of Regensburg.

56 Claire Petrouchine, Il faut qu’une place soit ouverte ou fermée. La place Rouge, Moscou,
printemps 1999 (Mémoire de DEA Université Lumière Lyon II, 1999), 119.
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societies but is consistent with a central pattern of identity-formation in
modern nation-states.

As a comparison with post-war West Germany and post-war France
indicates, the permanence of the past has not been an east European
pathology. West German post-war history of memory can be divided into
three phases.57 A first phase, which can be called ‘politics of the past’,
stretched from 1945 to 1957. It was characterised by an unremitting
defence against memory and a strategy of ‘communicative silencing’,
necessary for providing a sense of community in the early post-war
years. It was informed by the victim-syndrome, which sustained a clear
separation between the Nazi regime and the German people, attributing
the role of perpetrator to the former, that of the victim to the latter.
A second phase can be conjectured as spanning from 1958 to 1984, when
critiques of coming to terms with the past increased. On the one hand, it
consisted of a rising number of trials against Nazi perpetrators; on the
other hand, it saw an increasing self-criticism about the forms of coming
to terms – or not – with the past. A third phase, starting from 1985, saw an
increasing importance of memory, strengthening official commemora-
tion and symbols. This classification shows interesting parallels with the
four phases that were proposed as a parallel history of the Vichy regime
in France.58 The first phase was the ‘mourning phase’ (1944–54) that
highlighted pain and grief, thus preventing society from working on the
pain. External signs of this phase were the purges and the subsequent
amnesty. Vichy was silenced, while the resistance movement was focused
upon. The second phase (1954–71) was the phase of repressed memories,
when ‘resistancialism’ was established as the dominant myth of an anti-
fascist France. It sought to minimise the importance of the Vichy regime
and turned the ‘Résistance’ into an object of memory, identifying it with
the French nation as a whole. The third phase (1971–4) witnessed the
shattering of the societal consensus on the myth and the return of repres-
sion. Finally, the phase of obsessive memory (from 1974 continuing to
today) has been marked by the reawakening of Jewish memory through
memoirs of victims, research on the Holocaust, and trials of its perpetra-
tors, and the growing importance of reminiscences of the occupation in
the French political debate.

As the German and French cases suggest, memory is both a preserva-
tive, ‘backward-looking’, and a transformative, ‘forward-looking’ power.
The fragmentation and mobilisation of memories become symbolic

57 This account also relies on Assmann and Frevert, Geschichtsvergessenheit, 144–5.
58 Henry Rousso, The Vichy Syndrome: History and Memory in France Since 1944, trans.

Arthur Goldhammer (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1991).
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markers of certainty by representing a nation’s controversial history for
the present. The return to different ‘pasts’ in post-communist Europe
amounted to a bricolage of recovering national identity, a sense of pride
but also of healing wounds in individual and collective memory. The
collapse of communism has reinforced an important mobilisation of
nationally unique and historically specific events from the ‘pre-communist’
period at the expense of the inquiry into the Stalinist past in Russia, or
the small revolutions in Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Poland. Despite
the establishment of national institutes of memory practically everywhere
in the region, the systematic elucidation of crimes has kept a rather low
profile.59 The politics of identity-formation instead included symbolisa-
tions representing moves ‘back to the truth’, ‘back to the nation’, ‘back to
normality’, ‘back to Europe’, or ‘back to the present’.60 For much of non-
Russian eastern Europe, the Second World War cut off their ties with
Western democracy, a major reason why these countries wanted to return
to the starting point of 1945–6.61 In Romania, since 1989, due to the
failed rupture in its ‘stolen’ or ‘confiscated’ revolution of 1989, the
perception of a ‘permanence of the past’ has prevailed.62 Russians came
to write the ‘white pages of the past’, trying to reconstruct a brave and safe
pre-revolutionary society that was toppled overnight by a small group of
Bolshevik rogues. Coming to terms with the past has been replaced by a
mythologised representation of an intact world of pre-revolutionary
Russia.63

Contested memories indicate how communicative and cultural mem-
ory can be generative of existential representation of a people. The desire
to overcome the backward condition of one’s own country or the oppres-
sion of communist rule often tallied with reaching the shores of Western
civilisation. Since the nineteenth century, domestic political discourse
among the Russian and east European intelligentsia focused on the self-
perception of one’s own nation as being an island cut off from progress,
modernity, and the ‘normal’ course of history, associated with the West.
Much of the history of Westernisation in Russia has been the story of
tsarism representing itself as a mirror of European courts but also of an

59 Carmen González Enrı́quez, ‘De-communization and Political Justice in Central and
Eastern Europe’, in Barahona de Brito et al., Politics of Memory, 218–47.

60 Mikko Lagerspetz, ‘Postsocialism as a Return: Notes on a Discursive Strategy’, East
European Politics and Societies, 13, 2 (1999), 377–90.

61 Timothy Garton Ash, The Uses of Adversity (New York: Random House, 1989), 258.
62 Hans-Christian Maner, ‘Die andauernde Vergangenheit’, Osteuropa, 48, 10 (1998),

1024–40.
63 Jutta Scherrer, Requiem für den Roten Oktober. Rußlands Intelligenzija im Umbruch

1986–1996 (Leipzig: Leipziger Universitätsverlag, 1996), 127–8.
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intelligentsia under the spell of Western civilisation.64 The unachieved
social progress, the denied recognition, and the failed political reform
became objects of political strife, nationalist rhetoric, and historiograph-
ical contention. In Romania, for instance, the nationalist European dis-
course, with the aim of reintegration into Western civilisation, has
considered the country as a ‘Latin island’ in the Slavic sea.65 For many
people, especially in east central Europe, the establishment of communist
regimes after 1945 came down to being cut off from ‘natural’ ties with the
West. In the perception of opposition elites, Poland under communism
had itself become an ‘island’ isolated from the mainstream course of
progress and development, where the transmission of ideas had been
completely blocked and many things had to be (re)invented anew.66

The reconstruction of the notion of central Europe in the 1980s, for
instance, was underpinned by the self-perception of dissidents in coun-
tries such as Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Hungary as having being
kidnapped by the ‘barbarian East’ and thus isolated from European
civilisation.

Facing the paradox of how Czechoslovakia as the economically most
developed democratic country in central Europe could produce the most
rigid, deepest-rooted, and long-living communism in the region, it is safe
to argue that in Prague and in other parts of central Europe the Vichy
syndrome has just begun.67 It is hardly surprising that post-communism
has been characterised by similar tendencies to appropriate the sponta-
neity of communicative memory for state-induced patriotism and the
symbolic reductionism of collective memory. The new political leader-
ship defined the epoch of communist rule as a ‘dark age’ or a past that
must be clearly delimited as separate from the present.68 In the wake of
Imre Nagy’s reburial, Hungarian official politics reappropriated this
memory by substituting civic informality, spontaneity, and solidarity
with state-induced patriotic legalisation and the symbolic reductionism
of collective memory.69 In the Baltic countries, Soviet official historio-
graphy had presented the years 1918–40 as an interlude, so that, for

64 See Richard Wortman, Scenarios of Power: Myth and Ceremony in Russian Monarchy,
2 vols. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995/2000).

65 Lucien Boia, ‘The Romanian Consciousness Faced with National Ideology and
European Sentiment’, in Pok, et al., European History, 133–44.

66 Wydra, Continuities, 103.
67 Rupnik, ‘Was tun mit der kommunistischen Vergangenheit?’, 127.
68 See the initial policy of the first post-communist government in Poland or the Czech

Republic’s Law on the Illegal Character of the Communist Regime of 1991.
69 Mate Szabo, ‘Rituale der Vergangenheitsbewältigung’, in Andreas Pribersky and

Berthold Unfried, eds., Symbole und Rituale des Politischen. Ost- und Westeuropa im
Vergleich (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 1999), 154.
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example, the annexation of Estonia into the Soviet Union was seen as the
legitimate re-establishment of Soviet power. Conversely, the reconstruc-
tion of memory in these countries reflects the heritage of independent
statehood after 1918 and the annexation by the Red Army in 1940. In the
new, post-communist interpretation of history, the pre-war independ-
ence period is, on the contrary, of great importance. It is no longer the
pre-war era, but the period of Soviet rule, that is viewed as an unnatural
interlude that delayed the natural development of the country.70

Two propositions can be made with a view to integrating the power of
memory into a reflection on the emergence of democracy. A first propo-
sition claims to rethink the temporality of political evolution in the study
of communism and post-communism. The multiplicity of individual and
collective memories in eastern Europe suggests that the differentiation
between pre-communist, communist, or post-communist pasts is artifi-
cial at best. Accelerations of history cannot be readily appropriated for
historicist accounts of democratisation. Communism not only destroyed
memories but also produced the counter-memories that contributed
decisively to its own dismantling. If processes such as de-Stalinisation,
the Hungarian and Polish revolutions in 1956 and 1980, or the Prague
spring in 1968 did not bring about democratic transitions as a new
constitutional form of government, their afterlife in terms of political
symbolism was a powerful element in the political spirituality of
democratisation.

A second proposition suggests that communism was not only a power
system based on repressive institutions that constrained freedom by
means of a totalitarian drive to control the minds of people. Against the
repressive character of organised forgetting, the mobilisation of multiple
pasts at the level of communicative memory was an essential element in
the evolution of an alternative consciousness, an attempt to ground
existence in historicity, truthfulness, and subjectivity. Against communi-
cative silencing, the democratic credentials of memory have been based
on truth-telling, historiographical inquiry, drawing history lessons, con-
fessions, and acknowledgement of shame or accountability. This claim is
consistent with the central precondition for the memory boom in recent
years, which was identified in the social tendency to the democratisation
of history. Important waves of decolonisation such as of the Third World,
of minorities, and of the countries under totalitarian rule have fostered an
unprecedented development of ‘minority memory’ as a means to regain
the past as an element of identity-formation. Challenging the ready-made

70 Lagerspetz, ‘Postsocialism’, 383.
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and doctrinal interpretation of history by communists, the struggle of
memory against forgetting was crucial in the struggle against oppres-
sion.71 The communist legacy has often been associated with ‘bad’ mem-
ories as separate from or opposed to ‘good’ memories relating to national
traditions or pre-communist pasts. As far as the power of memory repre-
sents the past with an elaborate symbolisation, the ‘communist past’ is
not only a legacy of totalitarian repression but also an expression of a
democratic consciousness against communist collectivism.

71 Milan Kundera, The Book of Laughter and Forgetting (New York: Penguin, 1981), 3.
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